
q State College has the brightest future of any town in central Pennsylvania. Real estate is bound to increase'
'lilt. SIAM; COLLEGIAN:

The F. and M. Game.
Our five made a record of win-

ning three games in one week when
Franklin and Marshall was easily
defeated last Friday, Bucknell and
Allegheny having suffered a similar
tate all within the space of seven
days. The Lancaster team could
not locate the basket for one field
goal and was completely outplayed
and outclassed, even when an en-
tirely new team was substituted for
State in the second period.

Waha caged eight field goals dur-
ing the melee and Barnett finished
with justone less to his credit. Our
sturdy aggregation scored nineteen
points before the visitors even threw
a foul, yet it was wonderful how
some of the F. and M. players'
long shots persisted in keeping out
of the basket. The Penn State
basicetball team appears to have a
bright outlook for the rest of the
season if it can be kept intact. Six
games still remain; the next one is
with the Pittsburg Collegians (not
University of Pittsburg) here on
Monday, February fifteenth. Then
Swarthmore comes to State on the
nineteenth and an eastern trip in-
cluding four games is taken im-
mediately thereafter.
PENN STATE -49
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Barnett
Blythe .. ...... ..

F. AND M.-3
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Kemp

Richards
..Werner

. .Weis e
Substitutions—Armstrong for Reed. Mclntyre

for Hermann, Harrington for Barnett. Davis for
Blythe. Field goals - Waha 8, Barnett 7, Reed 2,
Hermann 2, Blythe 2. Mclntyre 1. Foul goals—
Hermann 4, Waha 1; Kemp 3. Time of halves-20
and 15 minutes.Referee—Hay.

W. B. Hoke 'O5 is with the Board
of Water Supply, located at Corn-
wall-on-Hudson, N. Y.

L. R. Dunkle 'O4 has been trans-
ferred from West Lynn, Mass., to
Columbus, Ohio, by the General
Electric Company.
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Vie Best Argument we can offer for the character
of our Clothes is the Clothes themselves. Every man who has worn
them will acknowledge their superiority—their wonderful value and
their undoubted merit. CI We show a remarkable diversity in the
number of models and fabrics we display.

CALL AND SEE US

L. D. MATTER, AGENT
ROOM 328 MAIN

Bowes and Thompson Motor Car Co.
STATE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA

Te Finest Touring Car Service in the Ounty
Trips made to Bellefonte, Penns Cave, Tyrone and other points Rates are moderate For
further information write, phone or wire Wm F. Thompson, manger Bell phone

McALLISTER HALL

Three Dollars a week And worth it all

W. T. DUNN


